Carol Kimbrough (part-time, PSY): Academic Senate President’s Designee to the Full Time Faculty Hiring Committee

Peer evaluator (tenured): Dr. Aron Szamos (COU) will serve as Mitzi Alexander’s (COU) peer evaluator

Peer evaluators (probationary):

- Mayra Almodovar Lopez (ECE): Andrea Zarate
- Gemma Uribe-Cruz (COU): Sergio Diaz, Mitzi Alexander
- Cynthia Ainsworth (LIB): Margaret Mayfield, Deborah Stephens
- Tammy Boates (ECE): Andrea Zarate
- Michael McCarthy (CHM): Lawrence Yee
- Jean-Baptiste Urtecho (BIO): Alex Edens
- Jacob Marciel (AOD): Valentin Rodriguez (AAT)

Unless otherwise noted, all peers/peer evaluators are in the same discipline

Guided Pathways Inquiry and Design co-leads:

- Mohammed Yahdi (MAT): co-lead “Entering Students Team”
- Marnie Glazier (TAC): co-lead “Facilitation Team”
- Norma Isela Cuevas (COU): co-lead “Pre-enrolled Students Team”